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sneered as he looked at Leon in disdain. He looked like he already had victory in hand.

“That’s a promise! Let’s have Miss Young and all our colleagues here be our witnesses!” Leon smiled.

“He doesn’t know his place!”

The executives were amused by Leon’s words.

They did not think Leon had the skill to obtain victory, and none of them knew where Leon got the courage and confidence from!

“Alright, the meeting is ending!” Iris glared at Leon unhappily.

She thought the same as the rest and did not think that Leon could lose. However, when she saw how confident Leon looked,

she did not say anything about it in the end.

In the next few days, Leon threw himself into the factory, looking into how to increase the effectiveness of their products with

Stanley as well as developing new products.

Thanks to all their hard work, the matter saw a drastic improvement.

When it came to processing raw materials, Leon followed Stanley’s ideas. After the two of them did countless experiments, they

finally managed to increase the efficiency from around sixty percent to over eighty

percent.

The morning dew that Leon gathered proved very important.

The morning dew contained spiritual energy, it acted like a catalyst that sped up the fusion of the raw

materials.

The morning dew was incredibly important to them being able to increase their efficiency by so much!

Other than that, there were very clear results from the development of products as well.

Leon added traditional herbal medicines to their face masks that had the effect of detoxifying and nourishing

the skin, removing acne,

He then added herbal medicines to the cleansing foam to achieve moisturizing and whitening effects.

By adding similar things to other cosmetics like lotions and creams, it helped lighten up the skin and improve health.

Not only that, adding morning dew to those products improved the efficiency even more.

Basically, with Leon’s medical skills and the morning dew that contained spiritual energy, the products he made were of an

incredibly high standard. The results were even much better than many large international

brands!

In the morning, already a week passed since Leon and Ashwin first made the bet.

Based on their agreement, Leon and George both had to show the products they promised.

All of the executives of the company were in the meeting room again.

Ashwin was the first to arrive, sitting down in his place.

He knew of Leon’s movements in the past few days. Leon was busy researching within the factory, but Leon was incredibly

secretive, so he did not know if Leon succeeded.

However, it was obvious to everyone what the result would be. Leon was a piece of trash that graduated from a third–rate

university. He did not have any ability or specialized knowledge at all. There was no way he

could succeed!

He would need a miracle!

At that moment, the door to the meeting room was pushed open. George walked in with a smile and his head held high as he

walked in from outside.

Behind him were six members of the R–and–D department…

Those members all had white coats on and pushed two small trolleys. On the trolleys were various measuring apparatuses,

looking very professional.

“Mister Proctor, you look so happy today. I guess you managed to successfully develop a new product?” The executives smiled

as they greeted him.
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